Looking ahead and behind at supplemental oxygen: A qualitative study of patients with pulmonary fibrosis.
Supplemental oxygen is prescribed to patients with pulmonary fibrosis to normalize oxygen saturations, decrease symptoms and improve quality of life. Along with potential benefits, patients face challenges as they incorporate oxygen into their lives. Our aim was to better understand the perceptions and experiences of patients with pulmonary fibrosis as they confronted the possibility and realities of using supplemental oxygen. We performed a mixed-methods study in which we conducted a series of four structured telephone interviews with five patients with pulmonary fibrosis enrolled in a longitudinal observational study. Questionnaires were administered at the time of the interviews, which were conducted at enrollment in the longitudinal study, immediately prior to starting supplemental oxygen, one month and then 9-12 months after starting oxygen. We used conventional content analysis to analyze interview data for themes within and across the four time points. Prior to starting supplemental oxygen, participants uniformly expected it would improve their physical function and quality of life. They also expected practical and psychological limitations, which after starting oxygen, they found to be more pronounced than anticipated. Despite the challenges, participants attributed benefits in symptoms, confidence and mobility to oxygen and came to a reluctant acceptance of it. Their expectations for guidance and support were inadequately met. For patients with pulmonary fibrosis, starting and using supplemental oxygen on an everyday basis confers benefits while also presenting a significant number of challenges. The process could be improved by providing them with clearer expectations and trustworthy educational resources. Oxygen case managers could help patients incorporate supplemental oxygen more seamlessly into their lives.